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I’ve spoken this PM to DG.[.RaLV_._B.urt, in charge of this case. All the paper work, interviews etc are currently with their 
clinical expert, Professor i Code A i DCI Burt is going to see him on Friday 8 Sept. After this the we may be asked for 
further information, or the’TIl~-ll"ta~/be passed straight to the CPS - which ever, that’s where it will end up. He will 
emphasise need for speed to CPS, but it could be 3 months or more before ._w._e know if they think there is any basis for 
criminal action I am on A/L from 8-25 Sept, if need be DCI Burt will contact[.ZZ~i~-_0.-_dle~-_A-_~_Z~!n my absence. 

i-C:-ode-.~~, can you keep the staff up to date with this please. [.C._°.~.A_i are you still in contact with Jane Barton, or should 
~l-Wr]{~-t~5~ her? 

DCl Burr stressed that they did not think there was any "individual" with criminal intent. What they are exploring is 
whether institutional practices might constitute a breach of criminal law. 

He said this is not the only case in the country being explored in this way. Some cases have been taken out of the 
hands of the local CPS and passed on to London. 

thought, either by Professor~code A i, or by the CPS that there might be a basis for proceeding with a criminal 
case, they may want to consider {rwe-r=-~J any other cases where death occurred in similar circumstances. We would 
obviously want to co-operate, but I suggest that Lorna checks out the situation with Wansboroughs, with regard to 
confidentiality etc. 

Sorry, but my gut feeling is that if there is the slightest whiff of a case, that this will go the distance as a test case. 

Lesley 


